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Negotiating Social Assistance: The Case 





Abstract   
In Turkey, social assistance program has been widely criticized for being inefficient in the 
provision of relief. Yet there are almost no movements among poor people to make demands 
couched  in  rational  and  critical  language  for  a  better  program,  which  liberal  modernist 
thinkers  idealize  as  the  politics  of  need  interpretation.  It  is  generally  believed  that  poor 
people are mute and excluded from the process because of their lack of discursive capital. In 
this paper I discuss the possibility of different varieties of participation in the politics of need 
interpretation  by  focusing  on  the  everyday  practices  of  the  poor  based  on  ethnographic 
research conducted in a low income district in Istanbul. I argue that the poor do participate in 
the struggle over needs, elucidating how the poor negotiate with the officials of the Fund‘s 
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Negotiating Social Assistance: The Case of the Urban Poor in Turkey 
 
Kaoru MURAKAMI 







Since the latter half of the 1990s, Turkey has witnessed deepening poverty  the response to 
which  has  been  a  bourgeoning  of  institutional  relief  including  the  introduction  of  a  social 
assistance  program.  The  Solidarity  Fund,  the  state-run  social  assistance  program  that  was 
introduced in the mid-1980s, has been heavily criticized for its corruption, and its inability to 
meet people‘s needs. It has also been taken to task for providing relief as though such provision 
were an extension of traditional Islamic alms, an approach that has resulted in inefficiency. 
While the design and the administration of the program have been intensively discussed in a 
number  of  social  policy  studies,  how  the  poor  people  themselves  understand  and  use  the 
program, and if and what kind of needs and interests they want the program to reflect have not 
been questions of major academic concern. This seems partly because of the widespread belief 
that  poor  people  find  it  difficult  to  participate  in  the  process  of  defining  social  assistance 
programs because they lack discursive capital, or because they are reluctant to put themselves 
forward. In fact, among poor people, who are the interested party so far as social assistance 
policy is concerned, there has been no movement using rational and critical language (of the 
kind assumed by liberal modernist thinkers – see Fraser, 1989) towards a demand for a better 
program. Does this mean that poor people, despite being the interested party, are indeed mute 
and excluded from the process? 
 
Liberal modernist thinkers have argued that the definition of a state of poverty and the way to 
deal with it is never a straightforward matter but a political issue which should be discussed and 
defined publicly, while in Western welfare states, the definition has often been dominated by the 
role of the state. The participation of various interested parties including the state in the politics 
of  needs  interpretation  is crucial for  democracy (Fraser  1989). This  argument  assumes  that 
people are to a lesser or greater degree equipped with the discursive capital needed to participate 
in the politics of need interpretation. In the discussion on  the public sphere Habermas and 
Arendt,  for  example,  seem  to  postulate  that  people  are  equipped  with  discursive  capital 4 
 
(Habermas  1989,  Arendt  1998).  Yet  in  reality,  poor  people  are  often  deprived  not  only  of 
economic and time capital but of the discursive capital that is needed to take an active part in 
politics. They may hesitate to speak up, or  they may be not able to speak  in a rational or 
persuasive way. This is why they are often treated not as a political entity but as an object that 
needs attention and protection. In other words, participation in the politics of need interpretation 
is not only a matter of meeting one‘s needs but also closely associated with living public life as 
a political entity (Saitō 2000, 62-64).   
 
In Turkey, the participation of the poor in the struggle over needs is delimited according to the 
standards of modernist thinkers. The argument advanced by Ayşe Buğra, one of the leading 
scholars on social policy, that the philanthropist NGOs in Turkey should be advocates for the 
poor instead of delivering them benefits seems to be a response to this reality
1. Bearing in mind 
the political situation in Turkey, I find Buğra‘s point quite pertinent. Yet previous studies of the 
subject status and agency of minority people seem to indicate the possibility of the participation 
of the poor in the struggle over needs, though the participation might not take the form which 
modernist thinkers have envisaged.   
 
Lack of fluency in rational and critical language, which, in the liberal tradition, is assumed to be 
a condition for participating in political debate, does not always indicate inability to involve 
oneself in politics. In post-colonial countries such as Turkey
2, the dichotomous thinking that 
contraposes modernity with  tradition has classified people into  a  traditional and backward 
―populace‖  (halk),  and  modern  and  enlightened  ―citizens‖  (vatandaş).  The  ―populace‖  was 
                                                   
1  Personal communication in November 2006. 
2  Following Stuart Hall (1996) quoted in Sirman (2004), I use the term ‗post-colonial‘ to refer to a social 
and political context in  which social relationships, and the cultural concepts through  which they are 
understood and interpreted, are imbued with comparisons with societies and cultures deemed to be more 
developed. Defining the ―colonial‖ as a system of rule and power, as a nexus of exploitation, and as a 
system of knowledge and representation, Hall refuses to locate the post-colonial in a particular space; that 
is, in societies that have been colonized. Instead, he proposes that the term should be used to cover global 
relations after the period of colonization, when all localities start to produce their own identity in relation 
to others and according to measures of civilization and development. Thus, despite the fact that Turkey 
has  never  been  formally  colonized,  it  can  be  argued  that  social  practices  are  assessed  and  rendered 
meaningful only in relation to those in the developed West (Sirman 2004:40).   5 
 
considered by the Kemalist elites to be mute and obedient, and thus in need of protection. The 
idea of a ―populace‖ immune from power relations seems to have been inherited by liberalist 
scholars in Turkey, who have attributed the discrepancy between what was attained by and what 
was  idealized  by  the  Kemalist  modernizing  project  to  the  failure  of  the  Kemalist  elites  to 
understand the historical cultural experience and the desire of the ―populace‖. Yet, as Meltem 
Ahska argues, those who are categorized as the ―populace‖ have actually been involved with 
state politics by silently approving, negotiating, and compromising with political authority, even 
if they have been deprived of rational and critical language (Ahska 2009, Güney 2009b).     
 
What  matters  more  than  political  power  is  the  discursive  power  of  the  dichotomous 
contra-positioning of modernity and tradition which has divided people into ―citizens‖ and ―the 
populace‖. As Judith Butler argues, the power of norms is not simply a social imposition; rather, 
it constitutes the very substance of the individual‘s intimate, valorized interiority. Although an 
individual is to a large extent simultaneously regulated and defined by power, there are always 
possibilities for him or her to re-read and change institutions and norms as an agent (Butler 
1990, 1997). Sabah Mahmood, who expanded Butler‘s argument to avoid a liberalistic view of 
freedom, argues that we should look at how norms are lived by people, instead of categorizing 
people‘s  agency  into  the  simple  binaries  of  reinforcements/subversion  or 
subordination/resistance (Mahmood 2005).     
 
In this paper, I will discuss the possibilities of arriving at different versions of participation in 
the politics of need interpretation, focusing on the everyday practice of the poor. The discussion 
will be based on ethnographic research conducted during 2006-07 in a low income district in 
Istanbul and on related work. In the district, poor people are represented by the local inhabitants 
in terms of two contrasting images: either as modest former villagers bound to the Anatolian 
tradition or as greedy migrants, depending on the context. These representations constitute the 
interiority of the poor and largely confine the scope of their speech. I first elucidate how the 
poor negotiate over their entitlements with the officials of the Fund‘s local branch by assuming 
the former image and by using religious-moral language, and I then go on to argue that the poor 
do in fact actively participate in the struggle over needs. 
 6 
 
1. ISSUES, SCOPE AND FIELDWORK 
 
New pattern of poverty and new imaginary of the poor   
Although there has always been poverty in Turkey, it has often been assumed that the problem 
of poverty was solved in the course of economic development, and consequently the question 
has not attracted much public attention. However since the 1990s, the emergence of a new 
pattern of poverty has become a topic of public discussion. While rural areas have suffered just 
as much from poverty as urban areas, and although the problem of unemployment and unstable 
employment have affected the entire Turkish workforce, the debate on the emergence of the new 
poverty  has  focused  mainly  on  the  predicament  of  migrants  living  in  unauthorized  houses 
(gecekondu) in the peripheries of the big cities.   
 
Turkey has undergone rapid rural-to-urban migration ever since the 1950s. Prior to the 1980s, it 
was common for migrants to access public resources (publicly-owned land and employment in 
the public sector), using connections of real and imagined kinship. However, since the 1980s, 
Turkey has replaced its state-led development strategy with a neo-liberalist one. As a result, 
migrants can no longer enjoy the informal provision of public land or public sector employment. 
This change in development strategy is said to have also affected communal relationships in the 
migrant society, to the extent that they have ceased to be reliable as a basis for mutual help 
(Buğra 2001, Işık and Pınarcıoglu 2001).   
 
The changing character of migration also affected the nature of the lives and the profile of the 
migrants. Keyder (2005) claims that the older generation of migrants, who had headed to the 
city searching for better life with some property, had a place to which they could return should 
they have failed to establish a new life. In contrast, after the 1990s, the migrants who moved to 
the city did so in quite different circumstances. This migrant population consisted primarily of 
Kurdish people from the eastern part of the country, who had moved to the city either because 
they had been forced to leave their villages, or because warfare had compelled them to flee from 
their villages with only the clothes on their backs. Arriving in the city with no property and no 
one upon whom they could rely for help, they fell into hopeless poverty without the option of 
being able to return to their home villages. Besides, because they constitute an ethnic minority, 
and one that hails from a region of endemic warfare, they have often been treated by their host 
society as dangerous and harmful people.   
 
These circumstances caused by the transformation of economic policy and by changing patterns 7 
 
of migration have given rise to a new discourse on the poor. Poverty is now talked of as a 
problem associated with migrants in the big cities. On the other hand, migrants have ceased to 
be an object of pity and are seen as people who are greedily depend on and benefit from the 
state.  Kurdish  migrants  carry  with  them  the  additional  handicap  of  being  widely  seen  as 
potentially dangerous people from a problem region. As a result, the image of the poor has 
changed from one of people who live honorably in poverty to one of idle, greedy and sometimes 
dangerous  migrants.  The  newspapers  and  television  news  and  documentary  programs  have 
drawn attention to fraud not only by the administrators of institutions of poverty relief but also 
by the recipients of the assistance, and have produced an indifferent and accusatory view of the 
poor. In the popular imagination, poverty relief has become something of a dubious matter, and 
the poor are increasingly judged as to whether or not they deserve help not by any dispassionate 
measure, but on the basis of their moral fiber.   
 
The Social Assistance and Solidarity Fund 
The 1961 Constitution declared that the Turkish state as a social state is responsible for securing 
the  social  rights  of  the  citizen  (Talas1992).  However,  the  development  of  social  security 
provision in Turkey has been centered on a social insurance system which serves workers and 
their dependent families, and assistance for the poor has not been emphasized. Farmers and the 
gecekondu dwellers in the city were very largely excluded from the social security system. In 
informal terms, the official social security system was substituted by the provision of public 
land and public sector employment for the urban poor and by agricultural subsidies for the 
farmers.   
 
The Social Assistance and Solidarity Fund (Sosyal Yardımlaşma ve Dayanışmayı Teşvik Fonu) 
was introduced in 1986 as the primary and sole institution for universal social assistance to 
provide for needy citizens who have remained outside the social insurance system. Although it 
was inactive for the first several years following its establishment, the Turkish government has 
been eagerly utilizing the Fund since the second half of the 1990s, when poverty began to 
receive more public attention. The objective of the Fund is defined in legal terms as ―to provide 
social assistance to needy and vulnerable citizens, along with other individuals accepted to 
Turkey for any reason to ensure fair income distribution taking additional measures for social 
justice,  and  to  promote  social  solidarity‖  (General  Directorate  of  Social  Assistance  and 
Solidarity Fund n.d., 18). The Fund management carries out its activities in the provision of 
social assistance through 978 Foundations active throughout Turkey. These are managed by 
local  governments  at  various  levels.  The  Foundations  have  their  secretariats  for  the 
implementation of social assistance programs and project support. In order to strengthen and 8 
 
encourage local participation in the decision making process, boards of trustees, which are the 
local  decision  making  bodies  of  the  Foundations,  are  chaired  by  governors  and  include  as 
members  elected  mayors  and  village  and  neighborhood  headmen  (muhtar).  NGO 
representatives  and  charitable  citizens  can  also  serve  along  with  directors  appointed  by 
governmental  institutions  and  ministries  (General  Directorate  of  Social  Assistance  and 
Solidarity Fund n.d., 20).    Resources are transferred to the Foundations and the initiative of 
using these rests with the boards of trustees of the Foundations. The boards assess application 
files and determine the amount, and type, of aid. The relief provided by the Fund consists 
mainly  of  in-kind  benefits  (food,  coal,  clothing,  school  supplies  etc.),  monetary  assistance 
including conditional cash transfer (including education support for children attending primary 
and secondary school and health support for 0-6 age-group children), free medication (the green 
card scheme), and assistance for medical costs not covered by the green card scheme. The law 
broadly defines the eligibility requirements as pertaining to ―needy citizens who are not covered 
by any social security organizations, and people who would be able to contribute to society and 
to produce when given temporary small scale support or an opportunity for education‖. For 
providing assistance effectively and flexibly, the Foundations are given discretion to interpret 
―the  state  of  being  needy‖  in  a  local  context,  and  may  define  who  deserves  what  kind  of 
assistance as long as the condition of non-enrollment in social security is met. As I will discuss 
later, the ambiguity of the eligibility requirement leaves room not only for the administrators of 
the Foundations to carry out their activities in a flexible and/or arbitrary manner but also allows 
for local people to negotiate with the administrators over the definition of the deserving poor.   
 
While the creation of the Fund as the country‘s first universal social assistance program was 
indeed a landmark, the effectiveness of the Fund remains controversial (Şenses 1999). Among 
the alleged shortcomings of the Fund are cumbersome and bureaucratic procedures, lack of 
consistency and inadequacy of the aid provided, the provision of aid which is mainly in kind 
and which therefore  not always meet recipients‘ needs, and the ambiguity of the eligibility 
requirements which lead to inconsistent and arbitrary administration. The Turkish mass media, 
except pro-Islamic examples, have argued that that the Fund is understood and administrated on 
the basis of Islamic values and norms of conduct, alleging that ―the Fund is administered as a 
dispenser of sadaka (Islamic alms)‖, and have associated it with the pro-Islamic Justice and 
Development Party (AKP) regime. It is true that the Fund‘s budget increased after the AKP 
came to power at the beginning of the 2000s, and as Buğra has pointed out AKP governments 
seem to have strengthened the tendency to see the Fund as an Islamic charity (Bir Gün, February 
14, 2008). Yet prior to the AKP governments, the left-of-center coalition government also shared 
the view that the institution should be based on Islamic values and norms of conduct (Buğra and 9 
 
Keyder 2003, 41). This suggests it is not correct to assume that the official attitudes toward the 
fund merely reflect the political ideology of the ruling party.   
 
Scholars of  social policy  have  also criticized  the  Fund‘s administration  for  being  based  on 
Islamic values. For them, such a tendency can be explained as a residuum of tradition and one 
that has to do with the neo-liberalist notion of emphasizing personal initiative as a means of 
reducing the responsibility of the state in the sphere of welfare provision (see, for example, 
Buğra and Keyder 2003). Turkish scholars argue that the Fund must be reorganized as a modern 
social welfare institution based not on the concept of Islamic charity but on the principle of 
social rights. The central point in this debate is the argument that the concept of Islamic charity 
is positioned against the nature of the modern welfare institution.   
 
As I will discuss later, in the district where I conducted my research, people did talk about the 
Fund‘s aid using the language of Islamic charity. However the language was used to represent a 
sense  of  social  justice  in  the  context  of  the  everyday  practice  of  helping  people,  and  was 
employed as the means for claiming social assistance (even if not as a civil right) as a kind of 
right endowed by the Turkish state. This suggests it is necessary to see how people use the 
language of Islamic charity to get involved with the local welfare administration, rather than 
posing ―traditional‖ Islamic charity against the ―modern‖ welfare institution.   
 
S District in Context 
My field research, upon which this paper is based, was conducted in the S district of Istanbul 
from December 2006 to September 2007. The district is located in the Asian side of the city, and 
is almost entirely composed of gecekondu houses. The population of the district grew at an 
unprecedented rate after 1980, reaching about 80,000 in the year 1990 and 270,000 by the time 
of this research. The population consists predominantly of rural-to-urban migrants, including a 
recent massive inflow of ethnic Kurdish people. Except for a few heterodox Alevi Muslims, 
most are orthodox Sunni Muslims,. The average level of education is low. The most common 
form  of  employment  for  men  is  that  of  day-contract  laborers  in  the  construction  industry. 
Married women sometimes take in piecework but rarely work away from home, whereas some 
unmarried young girls work at the confectionery factories and workshops that are located in the 
neighborhood. While S district is known as one of the least developed districts in Istanbul, the 
district, in common with other gecekondu areas, has witnessed increasing disparities so that the 
whole population is never homogeneous in terms of education and income levels. 
 
The district is known as a stronghold of Islamic conservatism. Pro-Islamist parties have been 10 
 
successively voted into the local government ever since it obtained its municipality status in 
1987. However, few interviewees said that they were happy to live there as Muslims. They came 
to the district simply because rent is inexpensive compared to other parts of Istanbul. People 
tend to position themselves in regard to the people living on ―the other side (karşı)‖, namely the 
European side of the city across the Bosporus. The European side and the people who live there 
are seen as being economically and socially more developed in contrast to the people of S 
district. While admiring the European side and while they see its inhabitants as being more 
educated, well off and never bigoted about religious and moral issues, the people of S district 
are  positioned  against  them.  Among  the  people  of  S  district,  Kurdish  people  are  typically 
described  as  representative  of  the  backwardness  of  the  district.  They  are  seen  as  being 
uneducated, greedy, having children without any planning and dependent on aid. However the 
people of S district are not always portrayed in negative terms. They would describe themselves 
as  being  bound  to  the  Anatolian  tradition,  pious,  conforming  to  a  strict  sexual  morality, 
upholders of close kinship-communal relations, and willing to help each other, even though they 
are poor and uneducated. At the same time they criticize the people living on the European side 
as being cold and distant, and lax in terms of sexual morality. This ambivalent attitude of the 
people  toward  the  district  and  themselves  seems  to  be  echoed  in  their  ambivalent  attitude 
toward the traditional (see for example Üstündağ 2005)
3. The popular portrayal of the people, 
together with  the new image  of  the  poor, has given rise to an  antinomic evaluation of  the 
applicants whereby they are represented as ―ignorant and greedy migrants = the poor‖ and at the 
same time as ―former villagers bound to the Anatolian tradition.‖ 
 
In the course of research, in-depth interviews were conducted with those who had applied (at 
any time) or who wanted to apply to the Fund for help and their families (hereafter ―applicants‖), 
their relatives and neighbors, the officials of the Foundations, the members of the boards of the 
Foundations, and members of philanthropic NGOs. Most of the residents I interviewed were 
first generation migrant men and women, who had been born in villages in various parts of 
                                                   
3  Referring  to  the  formation  of  the  Indian  nation  under  colonial  administration,  Chatterjee  (1993) 
presented the transformation as a project to create a national culture which is modern but not Western in 
nature. The effort to form the Turkish nation followed a course similar to that of the Indian experience, 
even though Turkey had never been under direct colonial administration. Anatolian villagers were praised 
as the bearers of the authentic Turkish tradition, but at the same time they were criticized for representing 
the nation‘s backwardness and excluded from the modernization process (Ahska 2009). The dichotomous 
thinking of modernity/tradition that is still dominant in today‘s Turkish society can be understood in this 
context. 11 
 
Anatolia and had then moved to S district to work (in the case of the men) or to join other 
family members. Most of the applicants did not own houses, automobiles, or other property over 
and above the bare daily necessities, and depended on incomes that were equivalent to, or close 
to the minimum wage, without social insurance.   
 
Administration of the Fund in S District 
The secretariat  of the  Foundation  of  S  district  is  located  inside  the building  of  the  district 
governor (kaymakam) in the central part of the district. The small room is always crowded and 
abuzz with people making applications, or enquiring about the result of the assessment by the 
board, or asking why they are not entitled to receive aid, or who are trying to negotiate with the 
officials. Officials at the counter often raise their voices to answer back or to persuade people, 
and sometimes lose their temper with those who are persistent. 
 
As of 2009, the cumulative number of applicants‘ files held by the Foundation amounted to 
approximately 15,000. The officials accept applications, conduct means tests (using a data base 
and  home  visits),  and  prepare  files  for  each  application  to  submit  to  the  board.  In  normal 
circumstances, the average number of applications per week varies between 100 and 150. Of 
these all cases except those of applicants who are affiliated to a social security organization 
must undergo a home visit. After the applications from the social security affiliates are weeded 
out, there are around 50 to 80 such visits per week. The officials complete the applicant‘s files 
using information about household income, property ownership (houses, land in home villages, 
automobiles, etc.), the composition and dependency status of household members and close 
relatives, and other special circumstances as may be necessary. The board assesses the files and 
generally admits most of the applications.  In the  process of assessment the officials play a 
crucial role, though the district governor who chairs the board has the final say.   
 
The board members and the officials define the criteria for eligibility taking into account the 
particular circumstances of S district. For example they do not count as ―property‖ a one-story 
gecekondu house for the applicant‘s own use. Similarly they make allowances for applying what 
is almost the only legally defined criterion as regards applicants not enrolled in social security 
organizations, namely the provision of coal, which in some circumstances is handled flexibly. 
However in practice, the criteria for eligibility are often interpreted even more generously than 
is allowed under the local rules. This is because officials, with limited resources at their disposal, 
try to provide assistance to as many people as possible while giving priority (or so they say) to 
widows, orphans, and the aged. These are the traditional categories of the ―needy‖, and other 12 
 
applicants tend to be seen as greedy. The flexibility of the criteria seems to have brought about a 
feeling of uncertainty among the applicants about the Fund‘s administration, a feature that I will 
discuss in detail in due course.   
 
The relief forthcoming from the Foundation in S district consists mainly of one-off monetary 
assistance, the provision of coal, and the allocation of a green card. The amount of monetary 
assistance is around 300-400 TL and is equivalent to the cheapest monthly rent in the district. 
During the period when the research was carried out, the aid institutions in the district (the 
Foundation, the municipalities of S district, and the Istanbul Social Services and Child Welfare 
Institution) began to collaborate and started to share information about the recipients so that aid 
could be provided in a more efficient and fair way. Accordingly the Foundation of S district 
stopped providing food assistance and began sending applicants to the municipalities to apply 
for food aid.       
 
On average there are five officials working at the secretariat, a number that, according to the 
officials, is completely insufficient considering the number of applications. At the busiest times 
of the year (prior to Islamic feast days and when a new semester starts), they often have to work 
during lunch hours and also after hours, even when there are several trainees and part time 
workers available to help them. Considering that in other Foundations it is not unusual to omit 
home visits or to fail to convene the board to assess applications, the Foundation in S district 
should be evaluated as one of the most diligent and dedicated. Although they grew up and/or 
live in the district, the officials hold either high school or university qualifications. As I will 
mention later, this seems to have influenced the outlook and the behavior of the officials toward 
the applicants. Apart from having undergone on-the-job training, which is common throughout 
the Foundations, none of the officials were qualified social workers and almost none of them 
had undergone special education or training to prepare them for work at the Foundation.   
 
2. NARRATIVES ON SOCIAL ASSISTANCE 
 
In this section I will elucidate how the officials and the applicants interpret the function of social 
assistance, focusing on the moral aspect of the definition of the deserving poor. I will center on 
the moral aspect of the definition for two reasons. First, the district narratives on how social 
assistance should function all tend to converge on the morality of the poor, partly because there 
is  no  shared  expectation  among  the  people  concerning  concrete  standards  for  entitlement. 
Second, in Turkey the recognition of poverty as a social problem has always been associated 13 
 
with the moralization of the poor. Poor people are now judged as worthy or not worthy of 
assistance depending on their morals. For these reasons, in outlining the narratives, I will focus 
on the perceived morals of the poor, and will not dwell on measurable criteria for eligibility 
such as widowhood or not having one‘s own house. Nor will I refer in detail to the content of 
the aid. In what follows I will show that the officials and the applicants have interpreted the 
function  of  social  assistance  in  different  ways,  while  both  parties  share  the  moral-based 
understanding of what constitutes the deserving poor. 
 
Officials 
The search for “the truly poor”   
Case 1 
After having some rough interactions with the crowded applicants at the counter, official F 
turned on to me and resentfully complained, ―People come to us saying that everybody gets 
benefits from the state. They assume themselves to be needy. They are shameless people. To be 
needy means you cannot work or you are a widow. I mean you have nobody to provide for you 
and your kids are still going to school. We give priority to widows. Everybody wants different 
things.  There  are  people  who  want  bread,  while  others  want  a  washing  machine.  We  give 
priority  to  those  who  want  bread.  A  guy  called  a  hotline  of  the  Cabinet  Office  to  ask  for 
assistance. The Cabinet Office told us to investigate his situation. So we visited his house to find 
that he had a job and was getting social security. He told us that his wife wanted a washing 
machine because it is a pain to wash by hand, and he made a call because he happened to see the 
number on the television. There are people who feel ashamed and cannot ask for help, while 
there are people who think it is their right to get benefits. Actually there is no such right (hak)! 
We help those who are needy. Those who don‘t want help don‘t ask because they are anxious 
lest the people around them find them strange, and they are afraid to lose face. As the proverb 
says, they ‗fry with own fat (kendi yağıya kavrulurlar)‘. They know how to content themselves 
with what they have. They would rather eat dry bread than ask their neighbors or the state for 
help‖.   
 
In the district, ―we have to help the truly poor (gerçek fakir)‖ was an expression that people 
frequently used when they talked about poverty relief. The words are from the Quran, which 14 
 
mean that because people in need are too modest to beg, you have to be sensitive to their 
situation and help them without them asking you
4. However the officials interpret the words as 
meaning that those who ask for aid do not deserve aid, and use  them mainly to criticize the 
applicants. As Case 1 suggests, the officials think that most of the applicants are either making 
false declarations or are abusing the Fund by asking for aid  when they are not really in need. 
According to the chief officer, people are selfish enough to  ―want more than they need‖ and 
―depend on aid,‖ without considering other people or society as a whole. 
 
If they are not in need, why then do people want aid? According to official M, it is because 
―they have not learned about Islam. It is said that in the past they put money at the Sultan Ahmet 
Mosque  for  the  needy,  and  a  poor  man  took  only  the  amount  he  needed.  Nowadays,  an 
individual would take all the money.‖ According to the chief, people are ignorant and lack moral 
fiber because they are migrants from rural areas. ―In Islam, it is important to help and to give. In 
the past, people never asked for help. It is the inflow of migrants that has led to the degeneration 
of the social structure of the big cities‖.     
 
The attitude of the officials who make judgments about not only about false declarations but 
also about the act of application itself, all according to religious morality, apparently contradicts 
the concept of social rights. F said it is not a right (hak) for the people to receive benefits. The 
word hak is usually translated as ―right‖ in English, though it has several meanings. In this case, 
it seems that F used the word hak to imply ―fair share‖ rather than citizenship or social right. 
Granted that she used the word in that sense, again she did not approve an applicant‘s social 
right in cases where she employed criteria based on moral standards to reject an application. As 
I will now make clear, the officials understand aid from the Fund as a responsibility of the state 
rather than as a right of the people. 
 
Social assistance as the duty of the social state 
Case 2 
According to the chief, the Fund is needed because people have become impoverished and 
cannot help each other anymore. When the Fund conducts an investigation, they check to see if 
                                                   
4  The Quran, chapter 2, verse 273. 15 
 
the applicants are getting any help from their neighbors or from relatives. There are times when 
they ask close relatives (for example a father or a son) to help an applicant, but they never 
advise the applicants themselves to ask people around them for help. ―According to Islam, the 
right to ask for help is narrowly confined to the extent that you can ask for help if you don‘t 
have anything to eat on the day. Rather, what matters is my duty (görev) to help my neighbors. 
Prophet Muhammad said ‗those who sleep with their stomach full when their neighbors are 
starving do not belong to us‘. Besides, in Turkey we call the state the ―father state (devlet 
baba)‖. Just as a father provides for his children, so the Turkish state provides for its citizens. I 
mean there is a culture of fathering in Turkey. You would not tell your son to go and ask your 
neighbor when he wants to buy clothes, would you? You can understand the benefit offered by 
the Fund as zekat (Islamic alms) given by the state. The state is obligated (yükümlülüğü var) to 
help its citizens, just as citizens are obligated to help their neighbors. Being a social state means 
helping deprived citizens‖.   
 
According to the chief, aid from the Fund is understood either as an extension of Islamic alms 
and mutual help among neighbors and relatives, or as an extension of support to children from 
their father. Though the giver‘s obligation to find the poor is more important than the right of 
the poor to ask for help, if there is someone who asks for help one should help them just as a 
father would help his children. Yet the state should not tolerate those who exploit its good will. 
―Mevlana
5  said he would not drive people to despair.  So we, too, try not to send  people away 
empty-handed. But we would not help citizen s who are ill-intentioned. Of course the state is 
responsible. If it assumes the role of a social state, it has to take care o f the people. However 
citizens should not abuse it‖. The abuser is ―like one who has the third or the fourth child in the 
knowledge that he is not able to support the child by himself. If he does so, he will have abused 
the principle of the social state. It means he has ulterior motives.‖   
 
Whether the reason is ―an obligation to one‘s neighbor‖ or ―the father state‖, the personalized 
state has a moral obligation to help its deprived citizens. The state is explained in terms of one 
who will not forgive those who abuse his good intent, but at the same time as a father who 
should make every effort to respond to the requests of his children. As Case 2 shows, citizens 
                                                   
5  The mystic poet Mevlana jalal-ud-din Rumi. 16 
 
are judged according to whether or not they are thought worthy, on moral standards, of the 
everyday practice of receiving aid. It is clear that the officials understand the purpose of the aid 
from the Fund as the state‘s extending a hand and comfort to needy people, but there is no room 
for the idea that citizens have a right to maintain an acceptable minimum level of life.   
 
In Turkey, because the principle of secularism is strongly prevalent, it is unlikely that officials 
will use patently religious expressions such as zekat when they talk with the applicants about the 
benefits of the Fund. They used religious analogies to me to explain about the Fund, perhaps 
because I was a foreigner and we could talk in a relaxed atmosphere without the applicants 
around.         
 
Applicants 
Social assistance as a right of the citizen   
Case 3 
N, who is a widow in her thirties, applied the Foundation for aid. She received only some coal 
and food packages delivered at feasts of Islam, and could not receive any aid in cash including 
support for the education of her children. According to N, the officials said they would not 
provide her with cash because she was living at her relative‘s house without paying rent. They 
also said she could ask her brothers to look after her. N‘s brothers, who were living in the 
neighborhood and running a small workshop there, lacked the economic ability to take care of 
her. One of the brothers complained: ―We made a tax payment of 2,600 TL last year. Despite 
this, she was treated like a beggar when she asked for 200 TL of aid. This is wrong. We, at the 
same time, are paying tax. If the state had paid the half of the tax we paid to my sister, she 
would not have a hard time. This is a matter of rights. Why does the state collect tax? It is to 
save the poor, to administer the state‘s institutions, and to pay officials‘ salaries‖. Knowing her 
brothers‘ situation, N also thinks the state ought to take care of her: ―They say we have our own 
house and do not pay rent. But does the house give money to me? Part of being a state is to 
protect me. The state has to take care of poor people to a certain degree. Both those who are 
working and I (who am not working) have to pay electricity and water bills. That being so, the 




S, who is in her thirties, thinks that it is a citizen‘s right to receive aid from the Fund and 
believes that it is not correct to think of aid as a return from paying tax. ―No, it has nothing to do 
with tax payments. The state supports us in order to prevent poverty. Otherwise we would have 
been as poor as people in Africa. It is the state that achieves our progress. To achieve our 
progress, it supports us in practical and emotional terms (maddi manevi bakmak) According to S, 
―support  in  emotional  terms‖  means  ―being  at  your  side‖.  ―We  know  the  state  is  ready  to 
support us. Even if it does not come personally to each of us, as a whole it makes us aware of its 
existence. In Africa, it is as though there were no state. In Turkey, the state says ‗we should 
protect our citizens‘. The Turkish state will never betray its citizens‖.   
 
In contrast to the officials‘ explanation, the applicants think it is a citizen‘s right to benefit from 
the Fund if they are in need. N and her brothers think it is a right that they have won in return 
for payment of taxes or public utility bills. While some people like N understand aid in a quite 
practical way, others like S personalize the state and understand aid more in emotional terms. 
For them it is a right endowed by the state which is supposed to ―hold the hands of the poor and 
never let go of them‖ (woman in her fourties). This image of the state seems to succeed in 
building  a  sense  of  security  among  the  people,  which  corresponds  with  the  chief‘s 
understanding of the social state.       
 
Duty to your neighbor 
An  interesting  point  is  that  the  aid  benefits  were  widely  thought  to  be  conditional  on  the 
religious moral code, regardless of the assumption that the state provision of aid is a citizen‘s 
right. Y, who is in her thirties and who had been receiving benefits from the Fund, said that she 
did not want help any more, since her sons had finished school and had started working, and this 
made life easier for her and her family. According to her, she would have ―deprived widows and 
orphans of their rights (hak)‖ if she had continued to receive benefits despite being no longer in 
need. As the following case suggests, it is thought that only needy citizens should benefit from 
the right to receive aid. In this view, if those who are not in need were to receive aid, they would 
be violating the rights of others, and would therefore be committing an act contrary to the 




S, mentioned in Case 4, visited the Foundation‘s office to apply for a green card for her sick 
daughter. But official D at the counter told her that she was young enough to work and refused 
to accept her application. S thereupon complained to D saying ―in my neighborhood those who 
are  well  off  are  receiving  benefits.  I  wonder  if  you  have  properly  investigated  their 
circumstances. Why don‘t you come and see them with me?‖ But official D remained unmoved. 
At a loss, she talked to her neighbor Mr. B who was working at the district governor‘s office in 
the same building. B went to the chief and explained about S. The chief immediately took the 
procedures needed to provide her with a green card, omitting the house visit. ―If Mr. B hadn‘t 
happened to have been working nearby, I wouldn‘t have received anything. Things are that 
unfair. I went to see the district governor to explain my situation, but they didn‘t allow me to see 
him. But when I asked Mr. B, I got the card in half a day. In Turkey people‘s rights are violated‖. 
By ―right‖, S means ―a right given by the state to its citizens‖. Since the Foundation is not 
administered properly, citizens have problems activating the right to obtain benefits. ―D is no 
more than an official working at the Foundation. Her job is to investigate who are in need and 
provide them with aid. And yet she behaves as though she herself were paying out of her own 
pocket for the people‖. D‘s ignoring her duty to conduct investigations led to the violation of kul 
hakkı (the literal translation is ―human right‖). ―Kul hakkı is a religious issue and has nothing to 
do with the benefits provided by the Fund. The state cannot talk about kul hakkı. But if the 
officials don‘t investigate properly, then it means kul hakkı is violated. In general, religious 
issues are not talked about in public institutions. But in this case D did violate my and other 
poor people‘s kul hakkı. This is because of what she did to me and my receiving the card 
without going through any investigation instituted by her. It‗s true that I used an acquaintance to 
get the card, but actually D made me to do so‖. For S, she as a citizen of the Turkish state has a 
right to receive assistance. But to employ that right, she has to respect another concept of a right, 
namely kul hakkı.   
 
Kul means the slave of God, that is to say a human being. Hak means justice, right dealing, 
one‘s just due, fairness, or true. Kul hakkı as an everyday expression means ―the labor people 19 
 
give each other, or rights people have with regard to each other
6,‖ while kul hakkı as a term of 
Islamic jurisprudence means human law as opposed to divine law. Kul hakkı as an everyday 
expression is a concept that regulates people‘s relationships with each other in general, though it 
has a special meaning when it is used in the context of giving and receiving aid. When I asked 
people the meaning of kul hakkı, they often quoted the saying ―those who sleep with their 
stomach full when their neighbors are starving do not belong to us‖ from the Hadith
7. That is, 
one has to pay attention to one‘s neighbors and help them if they are in need. One who is about 
to receive aid has to concede the principle if he or she becomes aware of individuals who are 
worse off than themselves. Otherwise he or she would violate the kul hakkı of those individuals. 
Here hak means approximately ―just allocation‖ or ―due share‖. When A helps B, the emphasis 
is put more on A‘s duty to help B than on B‘s right to receive help from A. To be precise, kul 
hakkı as an everyday expression means one‘s duty to pay attention to one‘s neighbors so that 
their due share is secured. In English. it is generally translated as ―one‘s duty to one‘s neighbor‖.   
 
The idea of kul hakkı leads to the understanding that the administration of the Foundation has to 
be based on the giver‘s duty to compare applicants and prioritize them, rather than  on the 
applicants‘ right to benefit so long as they meet certain criteria. An applicant would be entitled 
to receive aid if he or she were to be worse off than others, and should not be entitled just 
because of his or her particular situation. This way of understanding accords with that of the 
officials who emphasized their initiative in selecting the deserving poor.   
 
Meanwhile, in Turkey it is said that applicants often make false declarations about their property 
or conceal goods from view when the officials visit their homes. Aksu Bora, who has conducted 
interviews with the applicants of the Fund at various places in Turkey, has pointed out that this 
kind of behavior can be interpreted as a strategy used by applicants to deal with officials who 
treat the applicants with skepticism and refuse listen to them
8. Because they have become part 
of a bargain with the officials, the applicants  do not think that their behavior  contradicts the 
moral code. It is highly possible that those who talk  piously about the duty of the Muslim to 
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7  Narrations concerning the words and deeds of the prophet Muhammad. 
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help his or her neighbor are equally lacking in scruples in these matters, although on only one 
occasion did I interview an applicant who was evidently prepared to make a false declaration. 
(The interviewee and her mother-in-law asked me to fill in the application form as they were 
illiterate. When she told me the amount of the household income, her mother-in-law told me 
with a look of innocence to enter a smaller amount in order to impress the officials.) 
 
3. POSSIBILITY OF NEGOTIATION 
 
Relationship between the official and the applicants 
Both the officials and the applicants think that the aid of the Fund should be allocated according 
to the concept of kul hakkı, even if the officials do not use the exact expression. However they 
have different ideas on the nature of the aid. The officials understand it as an obligation of the 
state, while the applicants understand it as a right endowed by the state to deprived citizens no 
matter in what context they claim it –they see aid provision as a payback of their tax payments 
or as a protective measure extended by a personalized state. The different interpretations of aid 
seem to stem from different attitudes towards the applicants‘ moral fiber and their ability to 
observe the moral code. While the applicants attempt to discipline themselves upon application, 
the officials  think the applicants lack the moral fiber or ability to do so. According to the 
officials, applicants are ignorant and idle people who are inconsiderate of the circumstances of 
other people, and it is they (the officials) who are able to select the truly poor. By contrast, the 
applicants  see  the  officials  merely  as  functionaries  who  investigate  and  process  their 
applications, and would regard it as nonsensical to think that the officials behave ―as if they are 
paying out of their own pockets for the people‖.   
 
When they make their applications for aid, the applicants have to be passive and have to speak 
in an imploring tone, and must be careful not to provoke antipathy from the officials, even if 
they are uncomfortable with their attitude. Otherwise the officials will accuse them of taking the 
benefits  for  granted,  will  yell  at  them,  or  will  treat  them  as  beggars  and  dismiss  their 
applications. By contrast, when in addition to applying at the counter, applicants try to explain 
their plight and ask a district governor or chief for aid, generally these latter ask a question and 
the applicants answer. For the applicants, this is not only the result of an expression of respect 21 
 
for the governor or the chief, but also a gesture of refraining from elaborating on their plight on 
their own initiative.   
   
These  kinds  of  asymmetrical  and  personalized  relationships  are  usually  explained  as  an 
embodiment of paternalism in the context of welfare provision. However in this case, it seems 
to be associated with the antinomic representation of the people as ―the populace‖ of the district. 
The applicants are seen in terms of the formula ―ignorant and idle migrants = the poor‖ and at 
the same time as ―former villagers bound to the Anatolian tradition.‖ Accordingly, on the one 
hand the officials view applicants as abusers of the Fund and treat them like beggars, while on 
the other, they provide aid to them in the manner of a father helping his son or an individual 
helping his or her neighbor.     
 
For the applicants, acting like ―the truly poor‖ is a strategy for obtaining aid in the context of the 
asymmetrical  and  personalized  relationships  imposed  by  the  officials  based  on  their 
aforementioned antinomic evaluation of the applicants. Since there are no clear standards to 
determine  which  applicants  deserve  aid,  it  is  strategically  important  for  the  applicants  to 
demonstrate by their attitude or language that they are really in need. Yet, we must be mindful 
of the fact that the applicants, too, internalize the underlying concepts. They are able to identify 
themselves not as ―ignorant and idle migrants‖ but as the ―former village dwellers bound to the 
Anatolian tradition‖, taking into account the possibility that there may be other people who 
might  be  worse  off;  some  thus  refrain  from  applying  for  aid  in  case  they  find  themselves 
undeserving.  For  instance,  a  woman  complained  that  the  muhtar  in  her  neighborhood  had 
delivered coal to his relatives and countrymen who were also living in the neighborhood and 
said: ―The rich attempt to raise sympathy but the poor are too proud to pour out their troubles. 
The rich are greedy enough to go and get aid, but the poor never can, even if they are starving. 
When aid supplies arrive at the school, the rich are going to take them all. According to my 
daughter‘s classroom teacher, a woman who owns a four-storey building took from the aid 
supplies a school uniform for her child. But you know there are many children who do not have 
shoes and come to school wearing slippers.‖ For her, wanting aid and getting it means losing her 
self-respect when there are more needy people around her. We might say that people like this, 
together with the officials, reproduce the image of the applicants as immoral people. Yet if these 22 
 
very people were to find themselves reduced to the position of being aid applicants, they would 
have to justify their applications to the officials by using the opposite image. It is on such 
occasions that people employ the behavior or the language of ―the truly poor‖ as a tactic to 
prove that they deserve assistance.   
 
I should add that some applicants internalize the image so deeply that they are left speechless in 
front of the officials. For instance, an old man who received a one-off allotment of aid wanted to 
receive aid continually but did not apply for it. He explained the reason as follows: ―It was not 
because I was ashamed. It was because I was too passive to explain myself, and all this is 
because I am not a learned person. You cannot speak well or consider things deeply if you did 
not go to school. I do not know how to answer when I ask them for continual aid and they ask 
me why I want more.‖   
 
Objection and its outcome 
Is it possible for applicants who attempt to behave as the passive and speechless poor, to raise 
an objection when they find the officials unfair? Considering that they are permitted to make 
objections, in what ways do objections from applicants affect the practices of the officials? 
There are two ways for those who are unhappy with the result of the assessment to make an 
objection  to  the  officials.  One  is  to  claim  their  entitlement  by  bringing  up  the  traditional 
categories  of  the  deserving  poor  in  the  district.  However  these  claims,  often  made  in  an 
imploring tone, generally antagonize the officers as is shown by the following anecdotes of the 
chief: ―Some people say ‗I am a widow‘, ‗disabled‘, or ‗aged‘, or ‗am I not a Turkish citizen‘ or 
‗am I not a Muslim?‘ But, in fact, being poor has nothing to do with one‘s religion or citizenship. 
You cannot know if they are poor solely based on their being widows or sick. Moreover, the 
Fund includes among its targets those who are not Turkish citizens.‘‘ Moreover the chief‘s views 
reflect a point that has already been mentioned, namely the reluctance of officials to admit that 
applicants may have the moral fiber and ability to observe the moral code concerning ―duty to 
one‘s neighbor‖.   
 
The  other  way  for  applicants  to  raise  objections  is  to  ask  the  officials  to  ensure  fair 
administration  of  the  Foundation,  which  includes  admitting  mistakes  in  the  processing  of 23 
 
applications. Applicants may also request reinvestigations, may complain about cases where the 
recipients have committed fraud, and may complain about officials having neglected their duties. 
Actually this approach seems to be almost the only way in which applicants can influence the 
officials. To the requests for the correction of mistakes and when complaints are made about 
frauds perpetrated by recipients, the officials respond promptly and investigate the complaints 
by examining their database or by making a further home visit. The officials say that they 
receive many phone calls complaining about fraud, and are often told stories about someone in 
the caller‘s neighborhood ―receiving benefit even though he owns an automobile‖ (or similar) 
but  when  subject  to  examination  most  of  allegations  of  this  kind  have  turned  out  to  be 
misunderstandings.  According  to  the  chief,  those  who  complain  about  fraud  do  so  out  of 
jealousy, and by the same token, those who criticize  the officials do so  because they have 
problems of their own. ―We do not have any problems with the needy people who are entitled 
for benefit. Those who are not entitled actually cause problems, complaining about why we 
won‘t give them aid. This happens because we never help that kind of person just in order to 
prevent  problems‖  (Chief).  Despite  the  chief‘s  confident  words,  their  rapid  response  to 
complaints  suggests that  the  officials  are, in  fact,  sensitive  to  suspicions  of partiality  or to 
accusations that they may be ignoring investigations so as to let frauds go unchecked. Applying 
a uniform standard for the selection of the recipients of special benefits for an Islamic feast can 
be seen as an example of their efforts to avoid such suspicions. In 2010, the Foundation received 
a special budget for providing aid to 2,000 people from the General Directorate of the Solidarity 
Fund.  ―We  filtered  all  the  applicants  and  chose  those  who  were  under  40  and  who  were 
suffering from problems such as being ill or handicapped. We gave priority to the younger 
generation because they had to spend more of their money to raise their children. Then we 
adjusted the number of the people, applying additional conditions concerning the ownership of 
properties and the age of the applicant. As the budget was limited, we had to select recipients. 
We  took  measures  to  avoid  trouble  concerning  our  grounds  for  selection  in  cases  where 
applicants asked about the matter‖ (Chief). 
 
To eliminate suspicions of partiality or neglect of their duties, the officials sometimes resort to 
the authority of the board or to that of the district governor who chairs the board. The decision 
of the board is highly valued for its being ―the decision made not by you or me but by great men 24 
 
such as the district governor‖ (woman in her thirties). To convince applicants, the officials show 
them the relevant minute of the board‘s meeting, which includes the reasons not to entitle and 
the signatures of the members. Among the members of the board the district governor, who is 
appointed by the central government, is thought to be closer to the state and thus more neutral 
and fair than the mayor and muhtars who are chosen by election and who are conscious of votes. 
That is why applicants who are unhappy with the outcome of their assessment often prefer to go 
to  the  district  governor  to  explain  their  situation  rather  than  complain  to  the officials. The 
officials keep all the application files and results of the assessment of the board in case the 
governor asks for an account of the complaints. 
 
It  seems  that  the  possibility  of  objections  by  the  recipients  about  the  fairness  of  the 
administration of the Foundation fosters a sense of tension among the officials even though such 
complaints are unlikely to drastically transform the policy of the Foundation. When S (Case 5) 
asked, ―In my neighborhood those who are well off are receiving benefits. I wonder if you 
properly investigated their circumstances?‖ her question must have landed a telling blow on 
official D, though she could not make D accept the application at the time. Quite a number of 
people say similar things to the officials. One possible reason why the officials are so sensitive 
to that kind of objection is that they are conscious about negative images of the activity of the 
Fund in general. Frauds not only by recipients but also by officials have received a lot of media 
coverage.  Another  reason  may  be  that  the  officials  also  share  the  idea  of  ―duty  to  one‘s 
neighbor‖. This concept, shared by both parties, makes it possible for the applicants to make 
effective complaints about the practices of officials. However these circumstances might bring 
about an enhancement in the role of the religious moral code in the sphere of public poverty 
relief.   
 
Are there any other ways to make an objection beyond the idea of ―the duty to one‘s neighbor‖? 
Here, the case of Kurdish people must be mentioned, but because of constraints of space and 
data, the reference will have to be very short. N in Case 3, who was a Kurd, said that she 
received education support in the end but had she not been given support, she was going to tell 
the officials that they discriminated against her because she was a Kurd. ―The officials cannot 
say you are Kurdish and that is why you are greedy or something. In Turkey, if you are a public 25 
 
servant, you cannot say that kind of things even if you think so. You will be punished if you 
interpret things in that way. They are afraid of it. But we can say that‖. The Kurdish people have 
long been denied their existence as an ethnic group and speaking the Kurdish language in public 
has been forbidden. It is only recently that the treatment of Kurdish people has been put on the 
political agenda. This kind of objection might require people in the district to reconsider the 




In this paper I have discussed the possibility of poor people participating in the politics of need 
interpretation. In the district that was investigated, the applicants do talk with officials about the 
ideal administration of the Fund and apply what pressure they can, though their manner of 
talking and the language that they use are largely restricted by the antinomic perspectives on the 
poor people in the district which they themselves also internalize. Modernists might criticize the 
tendency for the religious moral code to play an important role in the field of social assistance, 
and might look askance at the fact that the people not only accept the moral code but use it, 
which might result in the separation of the people concerned as a backward segment of the 
society. Yet how people live their lives is important, and in this paper I have focused on how 
they manage to use the position allotted to them in the ―populace‖ to affect the administration of 
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